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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are trading higher as we head into an action packed Wednesday. The
fire hose of corporate earnings continues. FOMC announces interest rate decision at 2pm, where rates are
expected to remain unchanged. Major tech CEO’s will appear in front of Congress- Bezos, Zuckerberg, Tim
Cook and Sundar Pichai. Cue the funny memes after they appear. I hope Zuckerberg got a new hair stylist. A
tan wouldn’t kill the guy either. Stimulus talks in Washington linger, as both sides refuse to move from their
initial positions. This seems like typical posturing. Treasury Secretary Mnuchin said “we still have a lot of
work to do” after recent talks. Asian indices closed mixed. Japan’s Nikkei was down -1.2%. Boeing is flat
after reporting brutal numbers, which were expected. GM is higher on results. Normalized earnings for GM
aren’t expected until the back half of 2021. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +8.90 10-Yr Yield: 0.587%.
CORE Headlines:
 Many of Apple's physical stores re-opened and re-closed in recent months because of spikes in cases
of the novel coronavirus. But two of the iPhone maker's most important storefronts were open the
whole time: The App Store and Apple's content businesses such as music and streaming video. Reuters
 General Electric reported smaller-than-expected cash outflows in its industrial business, as the
coronavirus crisis pummeled demand in its aviation business resulting in a $2.18 billion quarterly
loss.-Reuters (Stock is -38%YTD)
 Conservative Republicans are trying to stop new stimulus spending based on concerns about the
deficit. The current $1 trillion plan is facing resistance within the Republican Party and from
Democrats.-BBerg
 Senator John Thune (R-SD) suggests Senate might have to pass a standalone extension in
unemployment as Congress continues to disagree on the stimulus bill. President Trump dismisses the
$1 trillion stimulus bill as "sort of semi-irrelevant."-WaPo
 MRNA: The pharmaceutical co will sell its coronavirus vaccine at about $50-60 per course, according
to sources, higher than other vaccine makers have agreed to charge governments—the price would
apply to the US and other high-income countries, which the company intends to prioritize.-FT
 Pfizer chief Albert Bourla said Trump’s proposed drug pricing reform plans would bring “socialized”
medicine to the US and distract the pharmaceutical industry from its work pursuing drugs and
vaccines to treat COVID-19, and that the company might reduce R&D and manufacturing and the US as
a response.-FT
 Joe Biden “unveiled wide-ranging plans on Tuesday to address systemic racism in the nation’s
economy, saying this year’s election was about ‘understanding people’s struggles’ and pledging to
tear down barriers for minority-owned businesses.”-NYT
 With fall semester just a few weeks away, there is no consensus about how college campuses are
going to open, and what they will look like if they do—at stake are the health and well-being of more
than 20M students, faculty and staff, as well as billions of dollars in revenue.-WSJ (still not sure why
I’m paying full price for 100% online instruction.)
 Tech companies and medical researchers are studying whether smartwatches and smart rings with
sensors that continuously gather a user’s temperature, heart rate, and blood oxygen provide early
Covid-19 personal warning systems.-WSJ
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CES, the world’s largest consumer-electronics exhibition, is going to be virtual in 2021, a move that
illustrates growing concern among businesses that the coronavirus will pose public health risks well
into next year.-WSJ
Trump's administration will continue to reject new applications for the DACA immigration program
that allows young, undocumented immigrants to live and work in the country, but will let current
participants renew their protections.-USA
Hollywood talent shop Creative Artists Agency, which reps the likes of Brad Pitt, Reese Witherspoon,
and Meryl Streep, announced a significant round of layoffs and furloughs on Tuesday.-NYP
As the 2020 census struggles during the coronavirus outbreak and amid public reluctance to give the
government personal data, officials say the Trump administration and Senate Republicans appear to
want it finished well ahead of schedule.-NYT
Smallpox and other viruses plagued humans much earlier than suspected, according to researchers
who say that genetic research is rewriting the history of diseases.-Nature
Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell said he wants the $1.75B in funding for a new FBI
headquarters in downtown Washington removed from the GOP's coronavirus relief package.-TheHill

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 CNN: A beer can/aluminum shortage (thx for forwarding, Duke) https://cnn.it/2EvxzYN
 TheMarkup: Google’s top search result is GOOGLE!! I’m shocked https://bit.ly/30VMWRP
 FastCompany: Bitcoin keeps going up. Why? No one really knows. https://bit.ly/2DcRPOi
 Reason: Teachers unions want wealth taxes, charter school bans before schools reopen
https://bit.ly/3g9Zrjd
All charts from The Daily Shot:
The market has been pricing in higher inflation in the coming years, supported by a weaker dollar.

Source: BCA Research

And consumer inflation expectations remain elevated.

some updates on housing.

• Home price appreciation unexpectedly softened in May.

• Google search activity suggests that the housing rebound may be slowing.
Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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The US rental vacancy rate dipped to the lowest level since the 1980s.

Source:

However, many renter households will face evictions in the months to come.

Source: Statista

here is the number of retail businesses listed as temporarily or permanently closed.

Source: ANZ Research

Growth stocks look crowded.
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Source: JP Morgan, @carlquintanilla

The overall equity positioning remains low.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Fee compression in ETFs continues.
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Source: @FactSet; Read full article

China's purchases of US energy products are well below the target set by the phase-one agreement.

Source: @adam_tooze, @FT; Read full article
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Institutional investors are boosting their hedge fund holdings.

Source: @markets; Read full article

The 5yr Treasury yield hit a record low.

At what point will the rapidly growing US debt supply begin to put upward pressure on yields?
Amazing chart!!
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Source: Piper Sandler

The 10yr US real yield hit a record low (which has been supporting gold prices).
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The legal status of casinos in the US:

Source: Hoya Capital Real Estate

Most-watched Netflix original movies:
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Source: @chartrdaily

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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